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Machine learning — the process of developing systems that learn from data to recognize patterns and make accurate predictions of future events — has considerable potential to transform health care. Machine-learned tools could support complex clinical decision-making and could automate many of the mundane tasks that may waste clinician time and lead to work dissatisfaction. Despite growing interest in and regulatory approval of such technologies, for example smartwatch algorithms to detect atrial fibrillation, to date machine-learned tools have had limited use in routine clinical practice. Developing and implementing machine-learned tools in medicine requires infrastructure and resources that can be difficult to access, such as large, real-time clinical data sets, technical skills in data science, computing power and clinical informatics infrastructure. Other barriers to adoption include challenges in ensuring data security and privacy, poorly performing mathematical models, difficulty integrating tools into existing workflows, low acceptance of machine-learned solutions by clinician users, and uncertainty about how to evaluate them. In this article we outline an approach to developing and adopting machine-learned solutions in health care. Related articles discuss some of the caveats of using this technology and the evaluation of machine-learned tools.

Developing machine-learned solutions for clinical use requires a strong understanding of clinical care, data science and implementation science. A number of excellent frameworks support data analytics and quality-improvement initiatives, including the Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM), the Model for Improvement developed by the Institute for Healthcare Improvement and the Knowledge to Action framework. However, there is no clear, comprehensive framework specifically focused on adoption of machine-learned tools in health care. We propose a 3-phase framework to develop and implement machine-learned solutions in clinical care, illustrated by a case example (Box 1). The framework comprises an exploration phase, a solution design phase, and an implementation and evaluation phase (Figure 1). It can be used for a range of solutions, including computer vision–based projects, automation and optimization projects, and predictive analytics. The framework can also be applied when organizations are implementing machine-learned solutions that were developed elsewhere because the steps, other than model development, remain the same.

Key points

- Machine learning has the potential to transform health care, although its current application to routine clinical practice has been limited.
- Multidisciplinary partnership between technical experts and end-users, including clinicians, administrators, and patients and their families, is essential to developing and implementing machine-learned solutions in health care.
- A 3-phase framework can be used to describe the development and adoption of machine-learned solutions: an exploration phase to understand the problem being addressed and the deployment environment, a solution design phase for the development of machine-learned models and user-friendly tools, and an implementation and evaluation phase to deploy and assess the impact of the machine-learned solution.

What are the key steps of the exploration phase?

The development of successful machine-learned solutions requires a deep understanding of the problem at hand, relevant outcomes, the data that are available now and that will be available in the future, end-user needs, workflow, human factors and change management. For solutions designed to provide clinical decision support, implementation is strengthened by understanding in advance how the machine-learned solution will be paired with an evidence-based clinical intervention to improve care.

Identify the problem and build a team

The first step is to identify a problem that is important to end-users, such as clinicians or administrators, and to identify the specific, measurable outcomes they wish to change by modifying current practice. Machine-learned solutions may be geared toward replacing human effort (i.e., “do what I do”), in which case the outcomes may be time saved and measures of task performance. Alternatively, machine-learned solutions may be designed to address a clinical problem, in which case the outcome may be a measurable clinical improvement. Problems are usually first identified by end-users and then should be explored...
A failure to recognize clinical deterioration in hospital is a leading cause of unplanned patient transfer to an intensive care unit (ICU). Early warning systems can predict a patient’s risk of clinical deterioration, and potentially allow clinicians to intervene earlier. Many existing early warning systems are based on traditional statistical approaches, such as logistic regression models, which use a simple combination of a small number of inputs (most commonly, fewer than 10 parameters, such as vital signs), and are prone to false-positive predictions. More advanced biostatistical models may identify at-risk patients with greater accuracy. However, implementation and evaluation of more advanced biostatistical or machine-learned models is uncommon.

The General Internal Medicine (GIM) inpatient service at St. Michael’s Hospital, an academic health centre in Toronto, Ontario, cares for about 4000 patients each year. Roughly 7% of patients in the GIM service die or are transferred to an ICU. The hospital has a well-established critical care response team, staffed by a respiratory therapist, ICU nurse and ICU physician, which can be called by ward teams to urgently assess inpatients who may require transfer to the ICU. Beginning in 2017, the hospital developed a machine-learned early warning system for the GIM service. The aim was to predict and prevent clinical deterioration to reduce mortality. Implementation and evaluation of the intervention, which was rolled out iteratively in 2020, is under way.

**Figure 1:** A framework for the development and adoption of machine-learned solutions in clinical practice.

**Box 1: Case example**

A failure to recognize clinical deterioration in hospital is a leading cause of unplanned patient transfer to an intensive care unit (ICU). Early warning systems can predict a patient’s risk of clinical deterioration, and potentially allow clinicians to intervene earlier. Many existing early warning systems are based on traditional statistical approaches, such as logistic regression models, which use a simple combination of a small number of inputs (most commonly, fewer than 10 parameters, such as vital signs), and are prone to false-positive predictions. More advanced biostatistical models may identify at-risk patients with greater accuracy. However, implementation and evaluation of more advanced biostatistical or machine-learned models is uncommon.

The General Internal Medicine (GIM) inpatient service at St. Michael’s Hospital, an academic health centre in Toronto, Ontario, cares for about 4000 patients each year. Roughly 7% of patients in the GIM service die or are transferred to an ICU. The hospital has a well-established critical care response team, staffed by a respiratory therapist, ICU nurse and ICU physician, which can be called by ward teams to urgently assess inpatients who may require transfer to the ICU. Beginning in 2017, the hospital developed a machine-learned early warning system for the GIM service. The aim was to predict and prevent clinical deterioration to reduce mortality. Implementation and evaluation of the intervention, which was rolled out iteratively in 2020, is under way.

**Understand the problem and set goals**

End-users may have identified a problem that they experience regularly, but they may not understand why the problem exists or how it could be solved. The multidisciplinary team should work to understand the problem and create a theory of change, which describes their best hypothesis of how a machine-learned solution will lead to improvement. Systematic approaches to understanding clinical and operational problems have been well described, including process mapping, cause-and-effect analysis, and failure modes and effects analysis. This understanding of the problem will inform the development, implementation and evaluation of the solution. As with any improvement project, the team should set clear and measurable improvement goals by defining the relevant outcomes, describing the baseline state of performance, and setting a specific target for improvement. Unique to machine-learned solutions, the team should also set performance benchmarks to define the level of model performance that would be clinically actionable and useful. It may be helpful to answer the question, “What is the current level of performance of decision-makers and by how much should it be improved for a machine-learned solution to be worthwhile?” A highly accurate model that is no better than clinical judgment will be less useful than a modestly accurate model that is substantially better than clinical judgment.
In the case example presented in Box 1, an exploration team (Figure 2) was established to consider various clinical events that could be predicted (e.g., sepsis, acute kidney injury, readmission) to improve care for patients in the General Internal Medicine (GIM) service. Based on available data and literature review, this team created a short list of options and then consulted with the full GIM Division, hospital administrators, and 3 of the hospital’s patient and family advisers before selecting clinical deterioration (i.e., death or ICU transfer) as the top priority. Data and IT experts determined that the project would be feasible. Literature review, discussions with GIM staff physicians and nurses, and a brief chart review of 10 randomly sampled cases of clinical deterioration helped the team better understand the problem. The proposed theory of change was that a machine-learned early warning system might improve care by enabling earlier detection of severe illness, allowing clinicians to intervene earlier, engage in proactive conversations regarding patient preferences and goals of care, and improve the timeliness of consultation by ICU teams or palliative care teams. The team set an aim to reduce mortality in patients admitted to the GIM ward by 10% in 1 year, which was considered achievable, given other studies of early warning systems.17

How should machine-learned solutions be designed?

Developing a machine-learned solution involves developing and testing a machine-learned model, and then testing its initial implementation. We suggest using a framework for algorithm development and testing, such as CRISP-DM.7 A key advantage of this approach is that it acknowledges the iterative nature of data science, which often requires cycling through 6 phases: understanding the use case, understanding the data, preparing the data, modelling, evaluating model performance, and deployment. The approach to model development is driven by several considerations, such as the problem that is being addressed; the quantity, quality and type of available data; and implementation considerations such as workflow and end-user acceptance. Developing a machine-learned solution often requires 3 complementary work streams, which could be led by 1 or more teams: model development, clinical implementation and evaluation (Figure 2). These workstreams are interrelated, as decisions made for one aspect affect the others. Focused teams can be developed for each workstream, so each receives sufficient attention and expertise, with overlapping membership to ensure coordination.

Figure 2: Team structure for each phase of development of an early warning system in the General Internal Medicine (GIM) service at St. Michael’s Hospital, Toronto, Ontario. Note: ICU = intensive care unit.
Check the quality of the data
Many problems encountered when deploying a machine-learned solution can be traced back to the data used to develop the model. The quality of input data can be assessed for completeness, correctness, concordance, plausibility and currency through relatively simple, automated approaches and targeted manual validation. Beyond these basic data-quality metrics, it is also important to understand the outcome data that models are trained on, and whether they truly reflect the intended prediction targets. A related article discusses problems related to model training data.

Design the model with implementation in mind
Data scientists have many options for developing effective models, including traditional regression techniques such as logistic regression and more modern machine-learning techniques that accommodate complex interrelationships of variables, such as neural networks. Although data scientists will select a modelling approach based on the nature of the desired output and the input features, the entire machine-learned solution should be designed by an interdisciplinary team with its implementation in mind. In the case example (Box 1), the solution involved a prediction model, a communication system to convey patient risk to clinicians, and a clinical care pathway for high-risk patients. All aspects of the solution were designed iteratively by the 3 teams (Figure 2), with periodic input from patient and family advisors. The teams decided that the prediction model should aim for no more than 2 false alarms for every true positive alarm in order to balance the time required to assess high-risk patients with other competing demands. Thus, the data scientists set the threshold for categorizing patients as high risk at a positive predictive value of 30%, based on historical data. At this threshold, the sensitivity was 50%, which clinicians considered would be a useful proportion of cases to detect. Clinicians felt that it would be most useful to predict outcomes that were likely to occur within 24–48 hours. A much shorter window would not leave enough time to intervene, and a longer window would make it difficult for clinicians to know how to respond. Thus, the data scientists trained models to predict events in the subsequent 48 hours.

Develop a user-friendly tool
For systems designed to provide decision support, models should be incorporated into user-friendly tools that provide key pieces of useful, action-oriented information and integrate into end-user workflow. This involves collaboration between end-users and experts in process improvement, human factors, design, and change management. Engagement with end-users is critical throughout this process, although the extent of engagement will vary depending on the issue being addressed. In the case example, based on human factors principles, a simple 3-level approach was selected to present actionable information to clinicians, with patients stratified into high-, medium- and low-risk groups. Clinicians receive updated patient risk predictions through the hospital’s electronic signout tool and through text paging alerts. Paging alerts are sent only when patients change from lower risk levels to the highest risk level, and if a patient remains at high risk, there are no repeat alerts, thereby minimizing alarm fatigue. As a result, there are typically between 0 and 2 alerts per GIM team (who usually care for 15–20 patients) per 24-hour period.

Design a clinical intervention to integrate with workflow
Introducing a new clinical tool, machine-learned or otherwise, may alter existing workflows. Such changes may be planned and welcome, or they may be disruptive and harmful. Various strategies, including interviews, focus groups, surveys and workflow analysis, may be employed to describe existing workflows and assess barriers and facilitators to implementation of a new tool. These can then be mapped to effective strategies to optimize implementation using approaches such as the Capability, Opportunity, Motivation, Behaviour (COM-B) model. In the case example, the implementation team included clinicians and administrators with first-hand experience of the existing workflows in GIM, ICU, palliative care and clinical informatics. Additional interviews and focus groups were conducted to inform the implementation team as needed. The team considered existing resources, such as hospital protocols for escalation of care and the critical care response team when designing the intervention. The methods and timing of alerts were designed to fit within existing processes for physicians and nurses in the GIM service, ICU and palliative care. For example, model predictions are reported to charge nurses at specific times, and in a specific format, so that patient risk can be factored into nursing assignments. A clinical pathway was designed with concrete actions and time targets for physicians and nurses to respond to high-risk patients while leaving room for clinical judgment (Figure 3).

Engage end-users to establish trust
One common barrier to the adoption of machine-learned technology is whether clinicians trust the model’s output. One framework suggests trust can be built by demonstrating transparency, fairness and robustness of models. In the case example, the team used historical data from 2011 to 2020 to develop and validate the early warning system model. Multivariate adaptive regression spline models were developed using about 100 inputs related to patient demographics, vital signs and laboratory test results; this model was chosen after experimentation with numerous modelling techniques using more than 500 input variables. The large number of inputs and the complex ways they can interact make it difficult to explain the factors influencing any given prediction, although some machine-learned models may be more interpretable than others (i.e., it may be possible to report the relative importance of different predictors). It may be desirable for machine-learned models to be interpretable for some clinical applications, but interpretability is not essential for establishing trust and there is no consensus on the best methods to explain more complex models. Providing detailed explanations for model predictions could even hinder clinical decision-making in some situations through information overload or creating false impressions of causality.
To establish trust in the GIM early warning system, we transparently reported to the front-line clinicians how we developed and validated these models, showing that models were not biased across patient age and sex (although there were limited sociodemographic data to explore other dimensions of fairness). We showed model robustness by validating the machine-learned models on historical cohorts using temporal split-sample validation, meaning that models trained on data from 2011 to 2019 were tested on data from 2020. We also compared model predictions to predictions made in real time by physicians and nurses about their patients over a 4-month period, to provide clinical validation of the model’s potential usefulness. To encourage engagement of end-users, the initiative was championed by well-regarded senior clinical leaders, including nursing leadership and the physician heads of the GIM, ICU and Palliative Care divisions.

Engaging patients, family members and caregivers is important, particularly when developing patient-facing solutions. Engaging patients can improve the design, safety and satisfaction associated with new services.36,37 Methods for this engagement have been well described38,39 and should include clearly articulating the purpose of engagement, accommodating unique needs to make participation accessible, recruiting diverse partners, and embracing the opportunity for exchange between those with expert knowledge and those with lived experience. In the case example, patients and caregivers were recruited primarily from the hospital’s patient and family advisory group and were consulted at various stages of the project. We chose a consultative model of engagement in order to solicit feedback on key issues, including selecting clinical deterioration as a priority, designing the clinical intervention and addressing issues related to implementation. For example, a major topic of discussion was how patients and their families should be informed about the model’s predictions. These discussions led the clinical implementation team to conclude that the patient’s physicians should be responsible for discussing the model’s predictions when clinically appropriate and situating these in the broader context of the patient’s health and treatment plan.

**How should machine-learned solutions be implemented and evaluated?**

**Phased implementation**

Widespread adoption of machine-learned solutions in health care immediately after their development is not advised. Instead, the machine-learned solution should be deployed in a “silent testing” period before formal implementation (i.e., without end-users being aware of the model predictions or recommendations). The length of this period should be determined by several factors, including the frequency of events being predicted, the nature of the specific clinical practice being targeted, and the number and

---

**Figure 3:** Clinical care pathway for patients in the General Internal Medicine (GIM) service with high predicted risk of clinical deterioration.
Given the complexity of both model development and the health care environment, we suggest applying an iterative approach using frameworks that incorporate the Plan-Do-Study-Act (PDSA) cycle, described by the Model for Improvement developed by the Institute for Healthcare Improvement. This involves “planning” the solution deployment, its aims and key measures of effectiveness and safety; “doing” the implementation on a small scale; “studying” the implementation process and impact on the stated measures; and “acting” to refine the implementation process based on the study cycle. Evaluating the implementation of machine-learned models is an iterative process — described in more detail in a related article — that often requires several PDSA cycles before the solution is integrated effectively into routine workflow.

After the silent test, we launched the early warning system in the case example in a phased roll-out with 2 GIM clinical teams in August 2020, expanded to all 5 GIM clinical teams in September, and then expanded to nurses and the palliative care team in October. The phased approach allowed us to monitor and correct any unanticipated problems that might have occurred related to the machine-learned model, IT environment or clinical workflow. During implementation, the 3 project teams that led the exploration and solution design phases were collapsed into a single implementation team (Figure 2) that met weekly to review process measures and outcome measures and iteratively refine the intervention, improve adherence to the clinical pathway and address unintended consequences. We corrected issues such as erroneous alert messages, revising the alert criteria and changing the education and training processes for physicians and nurses.

Methods for evaluation
Although randomized controlled trial (RCT) designs are ideal for studying the impact of interventions, non-RCT designs such as interrupted time series methods may also be suitable. In the case example, the option of conducting an RCT was explored, but the sample size required (more than 30,000 participants would be needed to detect a 10% relative mortality reduction, given baseline mortality of about 6%) was prohibitive. A pragmatic and mixed-methods approach is being adopted instead, which includes a qualitative evaluation to identify barriers to implementation and to study the effects of the machine-learned solution on clinical practice through in-depth interviews with nurses, residents and staff physicians. Time series methods and a matched cohort design will be used to compare outcomes for patients in the intervention period to historical controls. These two approaches may help address patient-level and secular confounding, but the confounding effects of the COVID-19 pandemic will remain an important limitation. Multisite trials networks dedicated to evaluating new machine-learned technologies are needed to enable rigorous evaluation.

Conclusion
The notion that machine learning can rapidly and radically transform health care by automating mundane tasks and enhancing clinical decision-making is glamorous. Unfortunately, the reality of machine learning in health care is sobering, with many instances of poor implementations of machine-learned tools. Finding machine-learned solutions that work requires careful engagement with the “messiness” of health care data and the complexity of clinical decisions and workflows. Machine learning does hold tremendous potential to meaningfully advance health care. A disciplined, inclusive, engaged and iterative approach to the development and adoption of these technologies is needed to truly benefit the patients we serve.
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